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Certified EOS® Implementation
Velocity Master Minds
Organizational Execution
Team Health & Functionality
Employee Connection
High Performance
Strategic Planning
Manager Training
Communication
Leadership

Welcome to The Greenhouse!

Where Ideas & Individuals Grow & Flourish for the Greater Good
Established in early 2022 by Certified EOS Implementer® and Business Coach, Patrick Metzger, The Greenhouse is an
idea-generating and collaborative community space. We focus on professional and personal growth through
meaningful and impactful coaching. workshops and trainings.

Offerings and Expertise Include:

COACHING, TRAINING &
SPEAKING OFFERINGS



It's known that happy and fulfilled individuals create higher achieving teams and
organizations. Therefore, it's essential that individuals in your business are working in their
areas of genius and giftedness. Based on Patrick Lencioni's most recent work, this workshop
will give you a whole new perspective on how to best use the talents you have within your
team and organization to create better workflows, more efficient and effective meetings
and to increase productivity.

Length: ~ 2-4 hr workshop
Facilitator: Patrick Metzger

The Greenhouse Healthy Team Certification takes your group through 6 key areas, assessments and tools for
creating the healthiest and highest-functioning team and organization possible. Upon certification, your team will
not only be able to sustainably execute at a higher level, but you'll have the necessary tools to take back to
strengthen your teams and entire organization as a whole.

Length: ~ Two 6-hr days
Facilitator: Patrick Metzger

NEW!

NEW!

Leadership has nothing to do with a title. It's about owning your role and leading from the front, no matter where your position
lies within the organization. Upleveling Your Leadership is a day packed with tools and assessments for not just your leaders, but
your entire organization. Throughout the day, we dive into the importance of finding organizational and individual clarity and work
to bring your team closer together and develop stronger skills around effective communication, conflict resolution, employee
connection and coaching others to build confidence.

By the end of the workshop, your group will not only have a handful of tools to strengthen your organization's communication and
connection, but also have a much stronger sense of who you are as a team and as individuals collaborating toward a common
vision.

Length: ~ 7-8 hr full-day workshop
Facilitator: Patrick Metzger

Teamwork is the ultimate competitive advantage for any business, because it is both so powerful and so
rare. A high-functioning team can achieve its potential, resulting in a more productive, profitable and
impactful organization.

Inspired by Patrick Lencioni's The 5 Dysfunctions of a Team, your team will be taken through the five
dysfunctions all teams must overcome and master in order to become the highest functioning and
performing team possible. Your team will dive deep into getting to know each other on much deeper
personal and individual levels in order to build the necessary trust, healthy conflict, commitment and
accountability to take things next level. If you have a newly formed team or one that has challenges around
trust and transparency, this is the first place to start!

Length: ~ 7-8 hr full-day workshop
Facilitator: Patrick Metzger

COACHING, TRAINING &
SPEAKING OFFERINGS

Patrick does an amazing
job of connecting with

teams to take on complex
problems the office might
face. He is engaging, high

energy and all-around
entertaining which keeps

your attention. 
 

                          - Brad B



If you don't know better, you might think you need to be forceful to get your point across.
Instead of forcing your ideas, what if you tapped into your personal P.O.W.E.R. instead? 

This workshop breaks the acronym P.O.W.E.R. into five sections: Purpose, Open-mindedness,
Wisdom, Energy, and Responsibility. Participants will gain new insights into the possibilities
available to them when they connect to their POWER instead of falling into old habits. 

This workshop is based on Jodee’s book P.O.W.E.R. Tools @ Work, and can be customized based
on desired outcomes. 

Length: ~ 1-2 hr workshop
Facilitator: Jodee Bock

COACHING, TRAINING &
SPEAKING OFFERINGS

Every day, no matter your position or experience, you influence those around you. Understanding
that you are most effective when working on yourself first will allow you to see your impact more
clearly.
 
This course will teach you to: 

•Distinguish between change and transformation and utilize that distinction in all aspects of your life 
•Examine your BIG WHY and relate that to relationships at work (and outside of work) 
•Make decisions ON PURPOSE and WITH PURPOSE to enhance relationships and build leaders
•Enhance your skill building in listening and speaking.

Length: ~ 7 hr workshop
Facilitator: Jodee Bock

What is possible when you determine for yourself what it means to get REAL and then join a circle of others who are working to
be more effective in their families, their workplaces, their communities, and even the world?
 
This virtual course will teach a system to get rid of the fake and tap into the REAL: Radical, Energized, Authentic, Learning-
focused. 

Participants will learn to explore possibilities instead of problems, will develop their own personal mission statements, and
begin to live their lives to the edges. 

Length: ~ 2-hr for 6 wks course
Facilitator: Jodee Bock

Jodee helped me discover
my purpose in life. She let
me realize it is important
to focus on ME and my
own greatness, and in

doing so I will find my true,
authentic self.

 
                        - Ashley S

If you’re looking for someone who
genuinely cares about the development
of others and knows how to get the most

from learning opportunities, I couldn’t
recommend Jodee more.

 

                                                       - Lindsey C



Ineffective communication, poor management and lack of trust are just a few of the top reasons leaders and managers fail to
inspire buy-in and get others to take ownership, as well as to effectively connect. With discussion and activities around
communication, motivation, culture and psychological safety. Be prepared after this presentation to start being the leader you’ve
always wanted to be and one that your employees have always desired to work for.

Length: ~ 1 hr
Speaker: Patrick Metzger

NEW!

Looking for an inspiring and motivating story to get out of your everyday funk? Ride along with Patrick as he brings you to tears
and gut-busting laughter through his own personal journey of the challenges of growing up in a large family, the fears of following
his heart in leaving a teaching career of more than ten years, the triumph of becoming an adoptive parent, the keys to finding
direction and clarity and more.

Length: ~ 1 hr
Speaker: Patrick Metzger

Possessing a growth mindset has been found to be the most common shared characteristic in individuals that reach a high level
of performance professionally and personally. Based around Dr. Carol Dweck's famous research, Patrick takes you through tips
on how to move you and your team toward developing a stronger growth mindset to succeed no matter what, as well as a
hands-on core values discovery activity. This is a great follow-up talk after taking your group through Own You: Discover & Ignite
Your Ultimate Potential, as we dive more deeply into what makes you tick as an individual.

Length: ~ 1 hr
Speaker: Patrick Metzger

Taking a walk-through of the five areas and habits to improve upon and form within your life to
become a higher performer, Patrick ties into this talk some of the highest performers in the world
and their rituals and habits for success, as well as their upbringings and journeys to the top.
Prepare to take a good number of notes, as the second half of this presentation is filled with
concrete takeaways and items to immediately begin implementing to begin improving your clarity,
mindset, organization, self-awareness and overall wellness.

Length: ~ 1 hr
Speaker: Patrick Metzger

COACHING, TRAINING &
SPEAKING OFFERINGS

Somewhere amongst the chaos of business strategy and goals, we often forget that it's people that take us to new heights. This
talk analyzes where successes, struggles and pitfalls specifically lie when it comes people and execution. Be prepared to take
with you a ton of takeaways and ideas to immediately begin implementing to build the high-achieving team you desire.

Length: ~ 1 hr
Speaker: Patrick Metzger



We all know how to set goals. But how many of us actually GET the goals we SET? Maybe there is a different way to achieve or
experience the things we say we want. In this informative and interactive presentation, Jodee offers an alternative to traditional
goal setting using visualizations that pull us into our desired futures. What if you concentrated more on who you are than what
you can get?

Length: ~ 1 hr
Speaker: Jodee Bock

COACHING, TRAINING &
SPEAKING OFFERINGS

Waking Up To Possibilities: Ideas for Becoming a Conscious Leader
Who Are You and Why Does It Matter?
Perception and Perspective: The Choice Is Yours
POWER Over Force: It's Simpler Than You Think
Mind Your Mind and It Will Mind Your Business

Speaker: Jodee Bock

It's the peer circle you've been looking for...but never knew existed. Velocity Master Minds is a
collaboration of individuals – from business owners and visionaries, to industry experts and
educators – with a common focus on connection and growth for productivity.

We are like-minded individuals building breakthrough action in all aspects of life.

Learn more at www.velocitymasterminds.com

Think and Grow Rich remains one of the most popular business books, even though it was first
published in 1937. This 8-week study, conducted in person in Fargo, ND or virtually anywhere,
provides an introduction to the 13 principles of success discovered by Napoleon Hill and still
practiced today.

Nearly 1,000 people have studied this book with Jodee in the 13 years she's been facilitating, and
many attribute personal and professional results to what they have learned here.

Learn more at www.jodeebock.com

*Please contact us regarding other various book studies and courses available upon request.



COACHING, TRAINING &
SPEAKING OFFERINGS

EOS® (Entrepreneurial Operating System) is a comprehensive business operating system that has been used by thousands of
business owners around the world. A proven system that Patrick has implemented in dozens of companies across the nation, from
solopreneurs to $200M+, it has helped organizations achieve more revenue, scalability and profit, while at the same time assisting
business owners and their leadership team in creating a better work/life balance.

Available as a 1-hour talk or as a more interactive 2-4 hour workshop, Patrick takes you through the details of why most
organizations struggle to execute and create accountability, as well as the Foundational Tools within EOS that help companies get
Real. Simple. Results. Prepare to leave this presentation with a better idea of where your organization’s struggles truly lie, as well
as a multitude of new tools to add into your repertoire to get everyone in your organization on the same page and moving in the
same direction.

Length: ~ 1 hr talk or 2-4 hr workshop
Speaker: Patrick Metzger

Are you a growth-focused organization that is ready to take things to the
next level?

The 90-Minute Meeting is the first step in exploring launching into the EOS
journey that helps your organization get everyone on the same page and
moving in the same direction, create massive accountability and develop
a healthy and high-performing leadership team that has fun.

EOS not only helps you run a better business, but ultimately leads to a
better life through creating the work/life balance you're looking for.

Length: ~ 90 min interactive meeting with your leadership team
Speaker: Patrick Metzger

EMAIL OR CALL PATRICK TODAY TO SCHEDULE
YOUR FREE 90-MINUTE MEETING WITH YOUR TEAM!

 
patrick.metzger@eosworldwide.com

(701) 412-1710

I thought my team was well
organized and put together,

however we were lacking
accountability and working

toward one vision. Patrick has
brought EOS into our company

and has completely changed the
way we operate today. We will be
having a record revenue year and

an even brighter future.
 

This is the single best thing I ever
did for my company!

                                                                                      
                    - Marc Kuhn, Owner
                        MAK Construction

Patrick has a coaching background
which shows, as his ability to speak
and guide is phenomenal. He taught

us how to be more efficient, more
profitable, and how to have great

communication.
 

If you are burning it from both ends,
aren’t sure how to navigate or need to
get your team on the same page and
work towards a common goal, he will

help you get there!
                                                                         
                       - Alex Lund, Co-Owner
                                 Bismarck Sign Co.
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